Abstract-As computer systems become increasingly complex, system anomalies have become major concerns in system management. In this paper, we present a comprehensive measurement study to quantify the predictability of different system anomalies. Online anomaly prediction allows the system to foresee impending anomalies so as to take proper actions to mitigate anomaly impact. Our anomaly prediction approach combines feature value prediction with statistical classification methods. We conduct extensive measurement study to investigate anomalous behavior of three systems in the real world: PlanetLab, SMART hard drive data, and IBM System S. We observe that real world system anomalies do exhibit predictability, which can be predicted with high accuracy and significant lead time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern computer systems (e.g., cloud computing platforms [1] , [2] , enterprise data centers, massive data analytics [3] , and web hosting services) have become increasingly complex as systems grow in both scale and functionality. Unfortunately, such complexity makes systems more vulnerable to various anomalies such as performance bottlenecks, resource hotspots, service level objective (SLO) violations, and various software/hardware failures. System administrators are often overwhelmed by the tasks of correcting system problems under time pressure. Thus, it is imperative to provide automatic system anomaly management to achieve robust computer systems.
Previous system anomaly management work (e.g., [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] ) can be classified into two categories: (1) reactive approaches that take corrective actions after an anomaly happens, and (2) proactive approaches that take preventive actions on all system components beforehand. The reactive approach does not have prevention cost but can have prolonged service downtime, which is often unacceptable for continuously running applications such as data stream processing. Moreover, it is often difficult to reproduce the anomalyinducing environments to perform offline anomaly diagnosis, which may limit the effectiveness of reactive anomaly correction. In contrast, proactive approach offers better system reliability but can incur prohibitive overhead. To this end, we explore a new predictive anomaly management approach that can foresee impending system anomalies through intelligent prediction so that we can take just-in-time corrections to steer the system away from the abnormal state.
To achieve efficient predictive anomaly management, one big challenge is to provide high quality online system anomaly prediction. Although previous work (e.g., [10] , [11] , [12] ) has addressed the anomaly detection problem, anomaly prediction needs to capture pre-anomaly symptoms to raise advance anomaly alert before the anomaly happens. In [13] , we presented the initial design of our online anomaly prediction scheme. However, one big question is whether real system anomalies do exhibit certain predictability and whether our anomaly prediction scheme can efficiently capture the predictability. The goal of this work is to provide quantitive answers to the question by conducting a comprehensive measurement study over a range of anomalies in real production systems.
Our anomaly prediction approach aims at achieving advance anomaly prediction with a certain lead time. The intuition behind our approach is that system anomalies often manifest gradual deviations in some system metrics before the system escalates into the anomaly state. We monitor various system metrics called features (e.g., CPU load, free memory, disk usage, network traffic) to build a feature value prediction model using discrete-time Markov chain schemes. We also induce statistical anomaly classifiers using naive Bayesian or tree augmented naive Bayesian (TAN) learning methods. We then integrate feature prediction and anomaly classifier to forecast the system anomaly state at a future time. In this paper, we conduct an extensive comparative study to quantify the predictability of system anomalies in three production systems: (1) PlanetLab failure data that incorporate real host failures over a two-month period on the widely used widearea computing platform PlanetLab [14] ; (2) SMART disk failure data [15] that include measurement data of 369 realworld disks, among which 178 disks experience disk failures; and (3) IBM System S performance anomaly data that report measurements of SLO violations on the IBM stream processing cluster [3] . Our extensive measurement study reveals the following key observations:
First, real world system anomalies exhibit varied predictability. Our anomaly prediction scheme can achieve i) more than 95% true positive rate and less than 20% false positive rate for the PlanetLab ping failure data under [10, 90] seconds lead time requirements; ii) 80-85% true positive rate and less than 10% false positive rate with up to 18 hours lead time for the SMART disk failure data; and iii) 95-85% true positive rate and less than 10% false positive rate with 2 to 18 seconds lead time for the System S performance anomaly data.
Second, using proper discretization methods, the discretetime Markov chain scheme can achieve high prediction accuracy for most system metrics except those metrics whose values present irregular changing patterns or large variation ranges. However, we observe that low prediction accuracy over a small number of metrics does not significantly affect the accuracy of the integrated anomaly prediction model.
Third, simple statistical classifiers such as naive Bayesian and TAN models can achieve high accuracy given sufficient training data for both normal and abnormal states. The TAN model outperforms the naive Bayesian method in most cases since it relaxes the strong independence assumption made by the naive Bayesian method. However, we also observe one exception in the SMART disk failure dataset where TAN has worse performance than naive Bayesian. The reason is because the TAN model estimates the conditional probability based on not only the class variable but also other metrics. The SMART data set includes some metrics that have large variation range and imbalanced distribution, which results in unreliable estimation of some conditional probabilities.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the design and algorithms of the anomaly prediction schemes. Section III describes the anomaly data collection and experimental results. We discuss related work in Section IV. Finally, the paper concludes in Section V.
II. SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section, we present the design details of our system anomaly prediction scheme. We first describe the feature value prediction scheme followed by the statistical anomaly classification methods. We then present the integrated anomaly prediction model.
A. Feature Evolving Pattern Model
We use finite discrete-time Markov chains (DTMC) to model the evolving patterns of various system features such as CPU consumption, memory usage, and input/output data rate. For example, Figure 1 shows a Markov model for a metric ranging from 0 to 30 with three discretized states. To build a Markov chain model for a metric with distinct states, we learn the transition probability matrix : an × matrix where the element at row and column denotes the conditional probability of making a transition from state to state . We derive from a training data set by counting the number of different state transitions observed.
Assuming the Markov chain is homogeneous, we can derive the feature value distribution of for any time in the future by applying the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation: after time units, the probability distribution for metric is
.. = 0 , where and 0 denote the probability distribution at time and the initial probability distribution for the metric , respectively. Given a current state , if we want to predict the state at a future time , we only need to check those elements of matrix = 0 at row to decide the most probable state (i.e., the state with the largest transition probability) that the current state will evolve to after time .
To use DTMC, we need to perform discretization to transform continuous feature values into discrete states. Common discretization techniques include equal-width and equal-depth approaches. The equal-width approach divides the range of a feature value into equal-width bins while the equal-depth approach puts the same number of samples into each bin. However, we find that the above two approaches can incur high prediction error during our experimental study.
To address the problem, we propose a hybrid discretization approach. We first use the equal-width approach to create bins. We check the number of data samples fallen into each bin. If there is no bin with extremely small number of data samples (e.g. less than 10% of the second smallest bin), the discretization is accepted. Otherwise, we apply the equalwidth approach again but use more bins (e.g. 2 ). Then we recursively merge some bins with their neighbors. In each iteration, we merge the bin containing the smallest number of data samples. We proceed until the total number of bins is reduced to the target number . The merit of this hybrid approach is two-folded: it preserves the original continuous attribute distribution; and it eliminates the negative effect of some outliers by balancing the number of data samples allocated to different bins. In the experimental section, we will show the impact of and different discretization approaches on the accuracy of feature value prediction.
It is also possible to apply other prediction methods such as Kalman filter to predict feature values at a future time. We choose DTMC in this work since DTMC can provide the probabilities of all possible values a feature can have at a future time. Thus, we can easily integrate the feature value prediction results with the statistical anomaly classifiers to compute the anomaly probability at a future time. The details about the integrated anomaly prediction model will be described in Section II-C.
B. Statistical Anomaly Classification
The goal of the anomaly classifier is to decide whether the system is currently running in a normal or abnormal state. Let ⃗
x denote a measurement sample, which is a vector of system metric values [ 0 , . . . , ] at time . Let denote the system state at time 1 , which can take one of the two states { (1), (0)}. The input to the classifier is a training data set that contains a time series of records ⟨ ⃗ x , ⟩. Note that our classifier training process is supervised since we depend on an anomaly detector [16] (e.g., application-specific anomaly predicates [10] ) to provide a proper class label for each training sample ⃗ x . Ideally, the classifier should be able to produce posterior probabilities, i.e. ( = 1|⃗ x) and ( = 0|⃗ x) for a given measurement ⃗ x. We then compare the posterior probabilities for and classes to decide the classification result. That is, the system is classified as abnormal if the following inequality holds:
Otherwise, the system is considered to be in the normal state . Larger means stronger classification confidence since the likeliness of one class is overwhelmingly greater than that of the other class. A typical value of is either zero or the prior difference of the likelihood derived from the training data. However, computing the posterior probability can be challenging: we need to evaluate ( = |⃗ x) for every possible ⃗ x in the multi-dimensional feature space. If the dimensionality is high, the computation will be very costly. We leverage Bayes' rule to transform the posterior probability ( = |⃗ x) into the conditional probability (⃗ x| = ). We apply naive Bayesian classifier [17] and tree-augmented naive Bayesian (TAN) network [18] in this work.
Naive Bayesian Classifier. The assumption of a naive Bayesian classifier is that each metric is independent given the class label, illustrated by Figure 2 (a). To compute ( = |⃗ x), we apply the Bayes' rule to transform the posterior probability into the conditional probability:
We neglect the denominator (⃗ x) which does not depend on , and only focus on the numerator of the fraction. We further apply the naive independence assumption so that we transform
. Tree-Augmented Naive Bayesian (TAN) Network. The TAN model extends the naive Bayesian model by considering dependencies among metrics with a constraint that each metric has at most one parent in the network other than the class variable. The structure of the TAN model is a tree rooted at the class variable and contains conditional probabilities for each tree node, illustrated by Figure 2 (b). The posterior probability ( |⃗ x) is not exactly equal to, but still proportional to the multiplication of the conditional probabilities of each individual metric. However, different from the naive Bayesian classifier, not all metrics are independent now. We applied an existing scheme [19] to learn the TAN model. For example, we can derive the following proportional relations for the TAN model shown in Figure 2 
The posterior probability ( = |⃗ x) is proportional to the probability that is assigned with "abnormal" or "normal". We use an odds ratio [20] , denoted by Ω(⃗ x), to assign class labels to a sample vector ⃗ x, i.e., the system is classified as abnormal if the following inequality holds:
The threshold is a tunable parameter that can be used to control the classification confidence. A typical value of is one.
C. Integrated Anomaly Prediction
To achieve advance anomaly prediction, our scheme integrates feature value prediction and statistical anomaly classification. Through the feature evolving pattern model, we can predict the values of each metric at a future time. The anomaly classifier is then used to perform classification over future predicted metric values. In other words, during the computation of conditional probabilities in naive Bayesian or TAN classifier, we replace the metric values in Equation 2 and Equation 3 with the predicted metric values in the form of prediction probabilities from the Markov model.
For the naive Bayesian classifier, we need to replace the deterministic discrete value of with all possible discrete values that can take. We denote ( [ , ]) as the probability that takes value at a future time , given the current value of . Therefore,
Since we build a Markov prediction model separately for each collected metric, we aggregate all metrics in ⃗ x to get the predicted posterior probabilitiesˆ ( = |⃗ x) and use Equation 1 to get the anomaly prediction result.
For the TAN classifier, we compute the predicted posterior probability in the similar way as the naive Bayesian model except for those metrics whose conditional probabilities depend on other metrics, such as 2 , 3 , 4 in Figure 2 (b). For example, the metric 2 depends on the metric 3 . If we want to evaluate ( 2 | = , 3 ) at a future time, we need to sum all possibilities of both metric 2 and metric 3 . To be specific, if we use ( 2 [ 2 , ]) and ( 3 [ 3 , ]) to denote the probability that 2 and 3 take values 2 and 3 at a future time given the current value of 2 and 3 , respectively, we can compute
. We aggregate all metrics in ⃗ x to get the predicted posterior probabilityˆ ( = |⃗ x) and use odds ratio in Equation 3 to get the anomaly prediction result.
III. SYSTEM EVALUATION In this section, we evaluate our online anomaly prediction scheme. We perform a comprehensive measurement study over three real-world systems. We first describe our evaluation methodology. Next, we present and analyze our experimental results.
A. Evaluation Methodology
We have implemented the anomaly prediction system and deployed it on several real world computing infrastructures such as PlanetLab [14] , NCSU virtual computing lab (VCL) [2] , and IBM System S stream processing cluster [3] . One big challenge for this measurement study is to collect real system anomaly data from deployed production systems. Although previous research projects have collected various failure data [21] , most of them lack fine-grained continuous measurement data that are required by the anomaly prediction system. One exception is the SMART disk failure data [15] , which have been included in our measurement study. To collect more fine-grained real world system anomaly data, we have developed a scalable continuous monitoring system [22] and deployed it on the PlanetLab, VCL, and IBM System S. We have collected a set of real system anomaly data by monitoring those systems for extended period of time. All collected metrics are used to train both the feature value predictor and the anomaly classifier. We now describe the anomaly trace data used in this paper.
PlanetLab anomaly data. We collected measurement data on the widely used planetary-scale open computing platform PlanetLab. We monitored about 400 PlanetLab nodes distributed all over the world. Our system collects 66 host metrics such as CPU load, virtual memory states, disk usage, and network traffic. The detailed description about those metrics can be found on either PlanetLab monitoring site [23] or our InfoScope monitoring site [24] . The metric sampling period is 10 seconds. We started the data collection since January 2009. The dataset used in this set of experiments was collected from Nov. 14th to Nov. 24th, 2009.
Our monitoring infrastructure is capable of capturing three types of node anomalies: 1) ping failure: a host is not responsive to successive five ping trials initiated by the management node; 2) SSH failure: a node can not be accessed through "ssh" command; and 3) monitoring sensor failure: the monitoring sensor program running on that node crashed and cannot be restarted. Each detected failure is recorded in a failure log with the node name and timestamp. The system stores monitoring metric data received from different nodes in separate log files. We correlate the failure log with monitoring metric logs using node name and failure start time. We label 100 records right before each failure occurrence as "abnormal" and other records as "normal".
SMART disk failure data. Our second anomaly dataset is SMART (self monitoring and reporting technology) data for a collection of real-world disks [15] . The dataset contains time series of SMART attributes collected by SMART incorporated in most modern hard disk drives. In this dataset, there are totally 369 distinct disks, 178 of which are labeled as good while the remaining 191 ones are labeled as failed. Each disk has a time-series of samples of SMART attribute values. Those samples are collected at a nearly-regular interval of two hours. Most good disks have approximately 300 samples. The number of samples for those failed disks range from 10 to 300. This is because for those failed disks, collected data may get corrupted or even lost before failure occurrences.
In the SMART dataset, one sample originally consists of 59 attributes. We remove those attributes that are obviously not useful for prediction, such as serial number, frame, and hours.
IBM System S anomaly data. We collected our third anomaly trace on the IBM System S [3] , a large-scale data stream processing system running on a commercial cluster consisting of about 250 blade servers. We run a complicated multi-modal stream analysis reference application [25] . We collected 21 system metrics with the sampling interval of two seconds. The system anomalies include bottleneck anomaly, throughput anomaly, and processing time anomaly. Those anomalies are caused by various reasons such as memory leak, CPU starvation, and buffer management error.
Evaluation metrics. We evaluate our anomaly prediction algorithms in three aspects. First, we evaluate the feature value prediction accuracy. We use the mean prediction error (MPE) to measure the deviation of true values from predicted values. For a collected metric at time , we know its current discrete value . We derive its future discrete value ′ + with a lead time using the algorithm described in section 2.1. We then transform the predicted discrete value ′ + into a predicted metric value ′ ( + ) using the average value of all data samples inside the bin representing the discrete value ′ + . We calculate the mean prediction error for a metric for the whole testing data set as follows:
Second, we evaluate the performance of the classifier using the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. The ROC curve is often used to show the tradeoff between true positive rate and false positive rate of a classification algorithm. To draw a ROC curve, we change the value of threshold in Equation 1 for the naive Bayesian classifier and the value of threshold in Equation 3 for the TAN classifier to generate a series of (true positive rate, false positive rate) pairs. Third, we evaluate the performance of the integrated anomaly prediction algorithm using the standard true positive rate and false positive rate metrics. Given a lead time , the anomaly prediction model infers a class label ( + ) at time for a future record ⃗ x + . On the other hand, ⃗ x + has been annotated with its true label ( + ). By comparing the predicted labelˆ ( + ) with the true label ( + ), we calculate true positives which corresponds to the number of abnormal samples correctly predicted; true negatives which corresponds to the number of normal samples correctly predicted; false positives which corresponds to the number of normal samples mistakenly predicted as abnormal; false negatives which corresponds to the number of abnormal samples mistakenly predicted as normal. Thus, we can calculate the true positive rate and false positive rate in a standard way as follows,
B. Results and Analysis
We now present our anomaly prediction results. For each examined system, we first show the mean prediction error of the Markov predictor under different parameters. We then evaluate the naive Bayesian classifier and the TAN classifier using ROC curves. Finally, we show the integrated anomaly prediction accuracy under different lead time. We also report the overhead of the anomaly prediction system.
1) PlanetLab Anomaly Prediction:
We first examine failure data collected on the PlanetLab. We focus on the host ping failures since we find that SSH failures and sensor program startup failures are rare. Host ping failures occur frequently on the PlanetLab but with various frequencies and durations on different hosts. We observe ping failures on nearly 400 PlanetLab nodes. The average number of occurrences for one node is 15. The average duration of ping failures is 6 hours. For each host, we use first half of the data as training and second half as testing. Figure 3 (a) shows the MPE achieved by the feature value prediction model using different discretization approaches. Generally, MPE increases as the lead time becomes larger. We observe that our Markov predictor achieves reasonable prediction accuracy in all cases. The results show that our hybrid discretization approach consistently achieves lower prediction error than both the equal-width and equal-depth approaches. Figure 3(b) shows the MPE of the feature value prediction model using the hybrid discretization approach under different number of bins. Among the three values, we observe that the predictor achieves the best prediction accuracy when is 10. With a small number of bins (e.g., = 5), the discretization scheme tends to group a large range of data samples into one bin. As a result, the "representative" value of one discrete bin may no longer be representative. Even though the prediction in terms of the bin identifier is correct, the difference between the metric's true value and the representative value of that bin in Equation 4 will be large. On the other hand, with a large number of bins (e.g., = 30), each bin is assigned with less training data. If the training dataset is not large enough, the Markov chain will get insufficiently trained. Thus, the predictor may make more mistakes when predicting bin identifier, which will also incur larger feature value prediction error.
We then evaluate the performance of the naive Bayesian classifier and the TAN classifier. When we use the classifier in isolation, it means that we classify whether the current system state exhibits abnormal behavior. Figure 4 (a) and Figure 4(b) show the ROC curves for two PlanetLab hosts as examples. Optimal performance should be at the top left of each figure with high true positive rate and low false positive rate. We observe that our classifiers have good performances. Furthermore, the TAN model performs slightly better than the naive Bayesian model.
We now evaluate the performance of our advance anomaly prediction scheme shown by Figure 5 (a) and Figure 5(b) . We average the results among five PlanetLab hosts and show standard error bars for both true and false positive rates. We have several observations: 1) our system can still achieve reasonably good prediction accuracy for future system state; 2) prediction accuracy drops as the lead time becomes larger, which indicates that predicting anomalies in more distant future is more challenging; 3) TAN classifier has more predictive power than the naive Bayesian classifier, and is more robust under increasing lead time; 4) both algorithms are stable with small standard error bars, which implies the anomaly prediction algorithms are robust for different node failures.
2) SMART Anomaly Prediction: We now present the anomaly prediction results for the SMART dataset. We split the original SMART dataset into six subsets, each of which contains failed and normal disks. Therefore, we conduct sixfold cross-validation for all related experiments. First, we show the impact of different configurations on the prediction accuracy of the Markov predictor in Figure 6 (a) and Figure  6(b) . Again, we observe that our hybrid discretization approach consistently performs better than the other two approaches. Particularly, the equal-width discretization yields much higher prediction error than the other two approaches in the SMART dataset. The reason is because some SMART metrics have a wide range of values. The equal-width discretization tends to make the range of each bin very big. Therefore, one specific data sample may be numerically far away from the representative value of its bin, especially when the bin contains a small number of training samples. Similarly, the prediction accuracy is the highest when is neither too small nor too big. For the similar reason as that of the equal-width discretization scheme, the prediction accuracy with bin number equalling to five is much worse than the other two cases. Figure 7 (a) and Figure 7 (b) show the ROC curves of the naive Bayesian classifier and the TAN classifier. We show the best and the worst data subsets as well as the average result. For the SMART dataset, low false positive rate is favored since it is costly to replace a good hard drive that is incorrectly predicted to crash soon. We observe that both naive Bayesian classifier and TAN classifier can achieve reasonable detection rate while keeping the false alarm rate very low. ROC curves also implies that we can adjust the threshold to trade-off true and false positive rates. However, different from the previous set of experiments, we observe that the TAN classifier performs worse than the naive Bayesian classifier this time. The reason is that the conditional probabilities of some metrics in the TAN model depends on not only the class label but also other metrics. In the SMART dataset, some metrics have large value range and the distribution of different bins can be very imbalanced. Thus, the estimation of some conditional probabilities become unreliable when some of the metric bins contain very few training samples. This problem is not so acute in the case of the naive Bayesian classifier since it assesses the conditional probability only based on the class variable, and the values of the class variables are adequately represented in the SMART dataset. Figure 8 (a) and Figure 8(b) show the performance of the integrated anomaly prediction algorithms using the naive Bayesian classifier and TAN classifier, respectively. Since the TAN model has worse classification accuracy than the naive Bayesian model, the prediction accuracy also exhibits the same trend. The prediction model using the naive Bayesian classifier can achieve 85-80% true positive rate and 2-9% false positive rate for a lead time of up to 18 hours.
3) System S Anomaly Prediction: We now present the advance prediction results for the System S dataset. Different from previous two systems, this set of experiments focus on performance anomalies (e.g., prolonged processing time, low throughput) caused by various faults such as insufficient resources or program bugs. We collected data from six hosts so that we use six-fold cross-validation in the experiments. Figure 9 (a) and 9(b) show the feature value prediction accuracy under different discretization schemes and quantization granularity, respectively. Again, we observe that the hybrid discretization scheme using 10 discrete bins achieve the best prediction accuracy.
In Figure 10 (a) and Figure 10 (b), we show the accuracy of the naive Bayesian classifier and the TAN classifier for detecting a performance anomaly caused by a memory leak bug fault. We set the service level objectives (SLOs) in advance and label collected metric vectors with SLO violation or compliance. We observe that both classifiers achieve nearly perfect performance.
Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the accuracy of the two integrated anomaly prediction models for predicting System S performance anomalies. We observe that both prediction models can achieve very good prediction accuracy for the System S performance anomaly dataset.
We now evaluate the overhead of our online anomaly prediction model. Table I shows the average training time and prediction time of the two prediction models. The training time includes the time of building the Markov model and inducing the anomaly symptom classifier. The prediction time includes the time to retrieve state transition probabilities, calculate posterior probabilities, and synthesize the classification result for a singe data record. These statistics are collected over 100 different experiment runs. We observe that the total training time is within several hundreds of milliseconds and the prediction requires less than 150 microseconds. We notice that the naive Bayesian classifier is faster than the TAN classifier in both training and prediction. The above overhead measurements show that our approach is practical for performing online prediction of system anomalies.
There are several other factors that may affect the performance of our anomaly prediction scheme. First, the prediction accuracy depends on the amount and the quality of training data (i.e., prediction model bootstrapping). Ideally, the training dataset should be large enough to cover all pre-anomaly symptoms. Second, the prediction accuracy can be improved by providing adaptability to dynamic execution environments [26] . We plan to further refine our anomaly prediction model along those directions in future work.
IV. RELATED WORK
System anomaly prediction has recently received much research attention. Previous work can be classified into three categories: data-driven, symptom-driven and event-driven approaches. Data-driven methods [27] learn and classify recurring failure patterns from historical data. Symptom-based approaches [28] , [29] evaluate periodic measurements of system parameters such as memory consumption, input workload, number of processes. Event-based methods [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] directly analyze time series of error events. Different from previous work, our research focuses on black-box online failure prediction by combining feature value prediction with statistical anomaly classification. Our work is closely related to the Tiresias system [34] which also proposed a block-box failure prediction solution for distributed systems. However, one major difference is that Tiresias first applies anomaly detection on individual metrics to generate a vector of feature anomalies, and then use clustering method to predict failures. Thus, the accuracy of failure prediction depends on accurate anomaly detectors to generate correct anomaly vectors. In contrast, our approach does not require feature anomaly detectors but combines feature value prediction with whole system classification using user-defined anomaly predicates.
Recently, statistical learning methods have been shown to be promising for autonomic failure management. Cohen et al. proposed to apply the TAN model to correlate systemlevel metrics to system states [6] , and capture the essential characteristic called signature of a system state [16] . Chen et al. explored a decision tree learning approach to diagnose failures [35] . Several machine learning techniques have been used to correlate disk failures with SMART parameters [36] , [15] . In comparison, we focus on exploring online learning techniques for classifying future system state.
Considerable research efforts have been conducted on system log analysis. Lin and Siewiorek studied a 22-month log for identifying transient and intermittent error processes [30] . Sahoo et al. evaluated the rule-based classification and Bayesian networks for failure prediction on an IBM cluster [37] . Liang et al. collected RAS event logs from BlueGene/L and proposed three prediction schemes based on the correlations between failure occurrences [38] . Xu et al. proposed a console log mining algorithm to detect runtime problems in Hadoop file system [39] . In comparison, our work focuses on online characterization of black box system anomalies using performance and resource metrics.
Mickens et al. presented several statistical analysis methods for predicting host availability [40] . Power et al. investigated the predictive power of different statistical schemes and learning approaches [41] . Schroeder et al. studied failure statistics in a large-scale high-performance computing system [42] . Pinheiro et al. conducted a comprehensive statistical study on failure trends in a large disk drive population [43] . Javadi et al. discovered statistical models of host availability in a largescale distributed system SETI@home [44] . Different from the above work, this work focuses on quantifying the predictability of real-world system anomalies.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a comprehensive measurement study to quantify the predictability of various system anomalies: PlanetLab host ping failures, SMART disk failures, and IBM System S performance anomalies. We have developed an integrated anomaly prediction scheme that combines efficient feature value prediction with statistical classification methods. To the best of our knowledge, our work makes the first attempt to quantify the tradeoff between prediction accuracy and prediction lead time using real world system anomalies. Our experimental results show that real world system anomalies do exhibit predictability and our anomaly predictor can achieve high prediction accuracy with significant lead time.
